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What is Tank Metaverse

1. Basic description

Tank Metaverse is a distant space in a far galaxy that brings together various
characters of all shades. Among them are degens, gamers, blockchain
enthusiasts, and other diverse personalities with different interests, senses of
purpose, and backgrounds.

It is a cross-reality (online and offline) space based on autonomous mechanisms
for user interaction, economics, and governance. The cornerstones of online
reality are Tankpolis (the capital virtual city with various spaces and activities)
and Tank Arena (play-to-earn battle game for NFT tank holders).

2. Legend

In a hypothetical future, some segments of the population reached prosperity
and well-being in all spheres of their lives. They no longer felt the need for
anything and achieved complete harmony in their existence.

Some of them were obsessed with the idea of going to the moon, so they
ventured out to space to conquer new heights and expand their own perception
and capabilities. Going to the moon they didn’t mean to dwell on it. They built
the generation starship, which was supposed to overcome millions of light-years
and go beyond all horizons observed by a man from the earth.

After hundreds of years of wandering, they went beyond the horizons observed
from the Earth and conquered distant space worlds, where they built a new
decentralized society, based on creation, joy, and prosperity.

3. Tankpolis

Tankpolis — is the capital town of Tank Metaverse, founded by a decentralized
society that went beyond the moon! It’s a 3D virtual city that lies in the middle
of boundless space. The city attracts users from any corner of around to meet
and interact there.
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Public areas

Among various locations of the city, there are spaces for online meetings,
networking, art exhibitions and events, NFT trade, etc. People can rent locations
or use open spaces for one-off events and ideas.

By renting locations citizens can personalize the atmosphere with their own
music, branded interior and uploaded visual items, limited access. Open spaces
are suitable for casual meetings and regular life experiences in the city.

Private estates

For personalized experience, people can own land purchasing areas intended for
this purpose, where they can build facilities for their own taste. For instance,
land can be used to build factories for yield farming or to place their own
creation there.

All acquired land plots will be presented as NFTs. The territories available for
purchase will be presented before the launch of the city application and will cost
in proportion to its size and distance from the center.

Urban economics

TNK token is the main currency that operates inside the capital city and the
whole metaverse. It is used for purchasing and renting land or property, and it is
earned with yield farming or urban trade (land, in-game NFTs, art).

Among other ways of revenue, citizens can participate in the city’s evolution with
their creation (art, development) to gain tokens.

Governance

City management is carried out by the city council, which is formed from all TNK
token holders in proportion to their number. The city council adopts a plan for
the city's evolution, cultural life, priorities and values.
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4. Tank Arena

Tank Arena is the traditional key attraction of Tank citizens. They have long
forgotten what destruction is and have no other need to use weapons except for
the purposes of pleasure and entertainment. The arena is located in the city
center and attracts users with its spectacularity and earning potential.

Battle game and play-to-earn

Arena games are PvP play-to-earn battles of NFT tank holders or cooperative PvE
fights. Each player taking part in the battle pays a game fee, and the winners
take the reward in tokens. Players also receive rewards for completing quests
and unlocking achievements.

Game modes

Various PvP battle modes are provided: 1v1 duels, team fights (5v5), and mass
battles of dozens of fighters at the same time, where everyone fights for himself,
and the most persistent take the big reward. PvE mode provides collective
battles for training, gaining loot, and unlocking achievements

– Tank Arena
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Fees and rewards

All fees and rewards are made in the SHOT token that is used, which is also used
for buying and upgrading NFT tanks. At the same time, all transaction fees
include tokens for burning to ensure a healthy game economy.

NFT tanks

Each battle tank is presented as NFT with in-game and market value. Game
tanks consist of basic partials, like tracks, turret, cannon, engine. The set of
these components forms the main characteristics of the tank: its speed, armor
and survivability, power and range of fire. Some tanks may also have their own
unique extras. All tanks also have their own classification according to the level
of capabilities and purpose and have opportunities for improvement with the
single-use NFTs or by learning game experience.
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Game mechanics

General

Tank Metaverse is a spacious gaming ecosystem based on two satellite branches:

● Tankpolis - a 3D virtual city with various options for communication,
interaction, attraction, and action.

● Tank Arena - multiplayer tank shooter on a cosmic arena in Tankpolis.

– Tank Arena

These two fundamental dimensions merge together into the one game cycle.
Users become residents of Tankpolis, the capital of the entire metaverse. This
virtual 3D city appears before the players as MMO social game with public spaces
and private zones. Among the public ones, Tank Arena is considered the heart of
the city.

On Tank Arena users compete in a multiplayer shooter for tokens and loot. There
are various modes for team games with random players or in parties, PvP duels,
or PvE games on Tank Arena. Achievements in the arena bring profits and are
highly revered in the city. At the same time, influence and power in the city give
more additional opportunities in the arena.
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1. Tank arena game mechanics

Gameplay description

Tank Arena is a multiplayer battle game of NFT tanks. In the game journey,
players upgrade, buy and sell the tanks they use to fight in the arena, where
they try to defeat opponents or complete a quest and survive at the same time.

Arena modes

Users will have a choice of several game modes, which will be gradually
implemented in several stages.

Heroic chambers

This is the top-tier division of arena battles with key earning opportunities. To
participate in these modes, players need to pay the game fee. In each round, all
the fees add up to a united game stake, which is distributed at the end of the
game. The part of the stake goes to reward the winners of each round, and the
rest is charged by the ecosystem for token burning and economics maintenance,
to prevent inflation. Thus, the winners not only get their fees back but also gain
a share of the total stake.

In addition, the ecosystem allocates an additional reward pool, which is formed
in proportion to the current balance of Tank Arena and the economic health. The
arena balance and the burning pool are replenished from all commissions paid by
users on the platform (unit trading and upgrading, game fees, etc.)

In total, the winners earn tokens from their opponents' gaming stake and a
dynamic bonus from the reward pool. For opening achievements and completing
periodic quests, all players also receive loot

1. Team mode (5v5)

This is the classic team battle with random opponents, where the task is to
destroy the opposing team. The team that destroys all the opponent's tanks first
wins. All players on the winning team, including those who were defeated before
the end of the battle, are rewarded with tokens.

2. Duel mode (1v1)

This is a one-on-one fight of several rounds. The player who wins first in two
rounds wins the entire duel and gains rewards. Thus, up to three rounds are
played up to the first two victories of one of the players. This mode provides an
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opportunity to take revenge and is played only between equal opponents in
terms of the rating and military power of their tank.

3. Death mode (20+ players)

There are no teams in this mode, and all users fight only for themselves. 3
winners take rewards from the stake of all players. This allows getting more
profit with lower game fees.

Ordinary chambers

These are simplified battle modes that are available free-to-play with certain
restrictions: cool down and profit limits. Users will have access to a limited
number of free matches for token rewards. All token rewards in this mode are
formed exclusively from the organic arena balance and are dynamic. Moreover,
the pool of rewards in these modes is smaller than in heroic battles. However,
users can also gain some tokens and loot from these modes.

This mode is great for beginners, practicing, and people who are still equipping
their NFT tanks with decent weapons.

1. Exercise mode (5v5)

A similar combat mode with reduced earnings and free participation. Teams
destroy each other and winners take the reward

2. PvE mode

The mode for solo or cooperative practicing against bots
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2. NFT tanks

Basic description

NFT tanks are basic game units used for battle games on Tank Arena. Users can
buy tanks, improve and sell them. All NFT tanks are divided into different
categories according to their game power and function, collectible value, etc.

At the very beginning of the game cycle, the player gets the most basic tank at
his disposal. After, he either upgrades an existing tank or buys a new one and
accessories. However, having only a tank from a certain level, the user will be
able to claim tokens.

Tank collections

According to the principle of different collection values, all tanks are divided into:

● Common - regular tanks with basic capabilities
● Rare - unique and rare models with enhanced characteristics
● Legendary - top-tier models with outstanding gaming properties and

unique improvements
● Authentic - personally designed models for outstanding service within the

metaverse and beyond

The collectible value of each item affects its market value and determines the
uniqueness of each NFT.
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Types of tanks

According to the in-game function, tanks are divided into:

● Light - agile and fast-firing units for dynamic strategies.
● Medium - models with moderate speed and rate of fire, but stronger

armor and fire
● Heavy - strong and massive but less maneuverable

Modules and characteristics

Each tank consists of five main modules: tracks, hull, turret, cannon, engine.
The combination of properties of all modules forms the general characteristics of
tanks.

Mobility

Characteristics Measure

Max velocity km/h

Traverse velocity deg/s

Turret traverse velocity deg/s

Weight kg

Engine power hp

Firepower

Characteristics Measure

Damage HP (hit points)

Penetration AP (armor points)

Rate of fire rounds/min

Dispersion m

Ammunition pieces
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Survival rate

Characteristics Measure

Hitpoints HP

Hull armor AP

Turret armor AP

Tracks armor AP

Repair time s

Observation

Characteristics Measure

View range m

Сamouflage СP (camouflage points)
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Platform architecture

1. Infrastructure

Tank Metaverse is a multi-platform and cross-reality ecosystem for true
immersion and qualitative interaction with the game world.

Various platforms will be implemented in stages. However, the implementation
will take place in such a way as to provide users with a complete gaming
experience even at the early stages of development.

– Platform usage
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WEB

The essential WEB platform includes two main autonomous entities that are
merged together in one united ecosystem with portals: Tankpolis and Tank
Arena. The WEB version of Tank Metaverse is the fundamental solution
implemented on the first steps. WEB and Unity were chosen for easy adoption of
users in early stages and easy access of users to all the functionality of the
ecosystem. Moreover, WEB allows easy integration with similar virtual spaces
and games, to build the massive space of various interaction and entertainment
options from all over the blockchain.

Tankpolis on WEB

This is a web version of the capital city with all the main functions of interaction
with players, environment, locations, trade relations, ways of earning, creativity.
The WEB version of the city also has a simple and concise form of integration
with the blockchain, user wallets, assets, and transactions.

With the help of common web extensions for user blockchain wallets, maximum
convenience and decentralization in authorization, connecting game units, and
conducting any transactions is ensured.

In addition, holders of TNK have access to DAO functions in Tankpolis, acting as
a city council. They can make solutions on city life (voting for events and
integrations to be picked) and choose the priority of development.

Tank Arena on WEB

Tank Arena battle game is first designed on WEB to provide easy adoption and
connection with all the necessary WEB3 parts and assets: wallet authorisation,
NFT connection, token rewards claiming. All the main gameplay will be
implemented on WEB with later migration of the Arena to mobile application.

Game control panel

This is an environment for managing all the in-ecosystem assets, units
improvement, and trading. The platform is designed to simplify and complement
game capabilities in early versions of the Arena and to facilitate managing of
assets and processes in addition to mobile application. This will give access to all
the necessary operations on blockchain, which will be associated with the
gaming experience through the ecosystem server.
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WEB panel is used for:

● Connecting blockchain wallets
● Managing your account settings
● Asset management, withdrawals and deposits
● Game units trading and management

At subsequent stages of development, the interfaces for synchronous
management of all digital assets on the blockchain and the game server will be
monolithically recreated on each platform with the game environment.

Server and blockchain

This is the middle side between gaming application and system processing.
Users will create accounts on our servers that will handle all the data. Users
authorize to log in to the game environment on each supported platform, and
the server synchronizes actual data.

All user accounts will be connected to blockchain wallets through our server,
which will be merging together game units and corresponding blockchain parts.
Servers are also massively used to handle all blockchain and financial processes.

Desktop

The final desktop version is conceived as a standalone game environment.
Tankpolis, the virtual city, and Tank Arena merge together into a monolithic
game environment. This is a digital 3D world where the interaction with the city,
its population, virtual spaces, and combat play-to-earn gameplay in the arena
are equally implemented. The entire system is the desktop application for
Windows and Mac OS with exceptional graphics and highest performance
capabilities

Mobile

Tank Arena game mode will be adapted to a mobile application for a
comfortable experience in everyday life. It will include a play-to-earn shooter
with a lobby interface for assets management and preferences.

In the early stages, it will be supported by the WEB control panel for advanced
account and asset management. First of all, the application is focused on the
development of full-fledged game processes and mechanics.
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The Android App will be primarily implemented. The iOS version will be designed
only after the full-fledged product for Android has been developed.

2. Technologies

Engine

Tank Metaverse gaming experience is built on Unity to guarantee the most
cross-platform software solutions and ergonomic development. Unity will provide
maximum mobility of powered solutions between desktop, mobile and web
environments.

Battle game mechanics technologies

The game mechanics of firing, damage mathematics, moving units around the
arena, and other features will be implemented using constantly evolving
mechanisms for simulating tank mechanics on the game engine.

However, the modern format of tank mechanics has been significantly improved
and adapted to the game world conception and the corresponding battle model.
Mainly due to the balanced application of non-standard physic methods to
additional types of weapons, their damage, tank characteristics, and the
environment.

Blockchain solutions

The blockchain ecosystem of the metaverse is built on a cross-chain solution
based on the Ethereum Virtual Machine. All the related operations perform in
tandem with the two key networks: Polygon and BSC.

3. Key platforms adoption stages

1st stage

● Tank Arena WEB extension
● Tankpolis on WEB
● AR solutions for NFT preview

2nd stage

● Tank Arena mobile application for Android
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● Extended AR solutions

3rd Stage

● VR extensions
● Desktop version of game environment with exceptional graphics
● Tank Arena mobile for IOS

4th stage

● Extended VR solutions
● Integration of Tesla Suits for deep immersion
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Game economics

Metaverse tokens

$TNK
$TNK is the main currency of the entire metaverse that is in circulation in its
capital, Tankpolis. Token is used for purchasing and renting in-game land, paying
platform fees. Players can buy land and build yield farming factories on it to earn
TNK tokens creating farming pairs. Land and NFT trading can also serve as
income for TNK tokens for the inhabitants of the metaverse.

$SHOT
This is an in-game currency that is used in Tank Arena to pay for rewards and a
game fee, as well as to buy and improve all kinds of game units in the arena.
This is the token with unlimited inflation. However, various deflation scenarios
and burning mechanisms are provided to maintain in-game economics.

– Token circulation map
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$TNK tokenomics

Parameter Value

Name TNK

Ticker To be filled on deploy

Standards BEP-20, NEAR

Contract addresses To be filled on deploy

Total supply 1,500,000,000

Price on IDO $0,0125

Token distribution
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Breakdown Price, $ % Tokens Unlock on
TGE Vesting Cliff

VIP Round 0.005 3% 45 000 000 0% 8 months 4 months

Seed 0.0064 3% 45 000 000 0% 9 months 3 months

Private 0.008 11% 165 000 000 5% 12 months 0

Public ( IDO) 0.0125 9% 135 000 000 20% 6 months 0

Founders & Team 6% 90 000 000 0% 24 months 12 months

Advisors 3% 45 000 000 0% 12 months 12 months

Marketing 10% 150 000 000 0% 60 months 0

Development 10% 150 000 000 0% 60 months 0

Liquidity + Farming 15% 225 000 000 5% 60 months 0

Ecosystem 20% 300 000 000 0% 60 months 0

Reserve 10% 150 000 000 0% 24 months 12 months

Total tokens 1 500 000 000
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Production stages

Previous steps
- Concept production
- Game design
- Tokenomics
- In-game economy design
- Technology picking
- Proof-of-concept
- Team growing (devs, artists, marketing and community departments, strategists)
- Building partnerships
- Landing creation
- NFT marketplace building
- Pitch and whitepaper
- 3D modeling
- Game sketches

Phase 1 - 2022

2022 Q1 - Preproduction
- Game dev discovery phase
- Art production
- Development
- Game UI/UX
- Smart contract design
- Strong marketing campaign
- Community building
- Partnership
- Events participation and networking

2022 Q2 - DEMO
- Private round pre-sale
- IDO
- Listing on CEX
- Tank Arena WEB demo
- Tankpolis WEB demo
- Proof-of-concept
- AR solutions for NFT preview
- Rare tank NFTs pre-sale
- NFT land pre-sale for Tankpolis
- Marketing campaign
- Community building
- Blockchain and backend building
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2022 Q3 - MVP
- Tank Arena WEB MVP (multiplayer, P2E and main gameplay)
- Tankpolis WEB MVP
- Big NFT release
- Strong marketing push
- Autumn blockchain events participation
- New partnerships and integrations
- Community growing

2022 Q4 - Alpha
- Tank Arena and Tankpolis alpha version
- Tank Arena mobile preproduction

Phase 2 - 2023
- Advanced features for Tankpolis and Tank arena
- Integration of AR solutions
- Mobile application for Tank Arena
- Active integration of Tankpolis with external virtual spaces and 3D games
- Building VR solutions and integration of Tesla suits
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